
Chapter 1A VIRTUAL HUMAN DIALOGUE MODELFOR NON-TEAM INTERACTIONDavid Traum William Swartout Jonathan Grath Stay MarsellaUniversity of Southern CaliforniaMarina del Rey, CA, USAtraum�it.us.eduAbstrat We desribe the dialogue model for the virtual humans developed atthe Institute for Creative Tehnologies at the University of SouthernCalifornia. The dialogue model ontains a rih set of information stateand dialogue moves to allow a wide range of behavior in multi-modal,multi-party interation. We extend this model to enable non-team ne-gotiation, using ideas from soial siene literature on negotiation andimplemented strategies and dialogue moves for this area. We presenta virtual human dotor who uses this model to engage in multi-modalnegotiation dialogue with people from other organizations. The dotoris part of the SASO-ST system, used for training for non-team intera-tions.Keywords: dialogue, negotiation, virtual humans, embodied onversational agents1. IntrodutionVirtual Humans Rikel and Johnson, 1999b are autonomous agentswho an play the role of people in simulations or games. These agentsgenerally have some or all of the following properties:humanoid body (either a physial robot, or animated body in avirtual environment)ognitive state, inluding beliefs, desires or goals, intentions, andperhaps other attitudesembeddedness in the real or a virtual world



2 interativity with the world (or a virtual world), other virtual hu-mans, and real people, inluding pereption of events and ommu-niation, and ability to manipulate the world and/or ommuniatewith outersbelievable human-like behavior, inluding a�etive reasoning andbehaviorVirtual humans an play an important role in helping train skills ofinterating with others who have di�erent beliefs, goals, and styles ofbehavior. By building virtual humans that are not just humanoid inappearane and external behavior, but whih also have internal models(inluding beliefs, goals, plans, and emotions) and ability to reason overthese models and formulate appropriate strategies and behaviors on thebasis of the models and pereptual input, virtual humans an behaveappropriately for a range of soial relationships. These kinds of agentshave also been referred to by similar terms, inluding animated agentsRikel and Johnson, 1999a, or embodied onversational agents Cassellet al., 2000.With respet to the dialogue apability, virtual humans have a numberof similarities with both task-oriented dialogue systems and hatterbots.Like task-oriented dialogue systems, they generally have knowledge oftasks, and models of the steps involved in the task and how to talkabout them. However, generally task-oriented dialogue systems strive tosolve the problem as eÆiently as possible, minimizing the opportunityfor misunderstanding, even if this leads to unnatural and un-human-like dialogue. On the other hand, virtual humans strive for human-likedialogue so as to train ommuniation behaviors that might transferto real human interation. Moreover, for training, eÆieny in taskperformane and brevity is not neessarily an advantage { the longer theinteration the more opportunity for learning. Like hatterbots, virtualhumans have a fous on believable onversation, but their purpose isnot to onvine someone that they are atually human, but merely serveas ompetent role-players to allow people to have a useful interativeexperiene.Our virtual humans have been developed inrementally over a numberof years, with developments being made in several aspets (Rikel andJohnson, 1999a; Hill, 2000; Rikel et al., 2002; Traum and Rikel, 2002;Traum et al., 2003; Grath and Marsella, 2004). These virtual humansare embedded in a dynami virtual world, in whih events an happen,agents an perform ations, and humans and virtual humans an speakto eah other and ommuniate using verbal and non-verbal means. Thevirtual humans are extensions of the Steve agent Rikel and Johnson,



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 31999a, and inlude sophistiated models of emotion reasoning Grathand Marsella, 2004, dialogue reasoning Traum and Rikel, 2002 and amodel of team negotiation Traum et al., 2003. Agents use a rih modelof dialogue losely linked with a task model and emotional appraisalsand oping strategies for both interpretation of utteranes as well as fordeisions about when the agent should speak and what to say.In previous work Rikel et al., 2002; Traum et al., 2003, we desribeda negotiation model that ould allow virtual humans to engage as team-mates. To negotiate and ollaborate with humans and arti�ial agents,virtual humans must understand not only the task under disussionbut also the underlying motivations, beliefs and even emotions of otheragents. The virtual human models build on the ausal representationsdeveloped for deision-theoreti planning and augment them with meth-ods that expliitly model ommitments to beliefs and intentions. Planrepresentations provide a onise representation of the ausal relation-ship between events and states, key for assessing the relevane of eventsto an agent's goals and for assessing ausal attributions. Plan representa-tions also lie at the heart of many reasoning tehniques (e.g., planning,explanation, natural language proessing) and failitate their integra-tion. The deision-theoreti onepts of utility and probability are keyfor modeling non-determinism and for assessing the value of alternativenegotiation hoies. Expliit representations of intentions and beliefsare ritial for negotiation and for assessing blame when negotiationsfail Mao and Grath, 2004.This model assumed that teammates shared ommon end goals, par-tiipated in a soial institution with roles that the partiipants played,and had strong trust in the other teammates' abilities and veraity. Itdid not address how virtual humans might interat in the ase wherethese fators were laking, and how to begin to form them through in-teration.In this paper, we extend the dialogue model to allow for non-teamnegotiation. The extended model allows for the ase in whih relation-ships may need to be developed during the interation, and in whih thevirtual human's behavior may be very di�erent depending on the natureand strength of the relationships. We also present Dr Perez, an imple-mented virtual human who uses this model to negotiate in a prototypetraining appliation.In the next setion, we desribe the information state dialogue modelfor virtual humans. This inludes both aspets of information state anddialogue moves. In setion 3 we desribe how this model is used inunderstanding and produing ommuniative behavior. In setion 4, wedisuss non-team negotiation. After a brief survey of literature in the



4area, we desribe our domain testbed and then our �rst synthesis of thiswork in terms of strategies for virtual humans, and then extensions tothe dialogue model to make use of these strategies. In setion 5, we showtwo example interations with this agent, showing how the dynami trustmodel is developed during the interation and how this an a�et theagent's hoie of utterane. We onlude with some brief remarks aboutevaluation and future diretions.2. Dialogue ModelOur virtual human dialogue model uses the Information-state ap-proah Larsson and Traum, 2000; Traum and Larsson, 2003. In thisapproah, dialogue is modelled using the following aspets:an Information State - inluding representations of the informationused to model dialogue ontext, distinguishing one (point in a)dialogue from another.a set of dialogue moves, whih represent ontributions to dialogueand pakages of hange to the information statea set of rules (or other deision proedures) for modelling the dy-namis of dialogue, inluding the following types of rules{ reognition rules - that interpret raw ommuniation input(e.g., speeh, text, gestures) as dialogue moves{ update rules - that govern the hange in information statebased on observation of dialogue ats{ seletion rules - that hoose a set of dialogue ats to perform,given a on�guration of the information state{ realization rules - that produe ommuniate output behaviorthat will perform the set of dialogue moves.Rules have a ondition part (that spei�es onstraints on the in-formation state that must be satis�ed in order for the rule to �re)and an e�et part (that spei�es how the information state hangeswhen the rule applies)an algorithm that spei�es the order and priority of rule applia-tion.There are several toolkits that allow one to speify an informationstate, dialogue moves, rules, and an algorithm, in order to reate an in-formation state dialogue system. These inlude TrindiKit Larsson et al.,1999, Dipper Bos et al., 2003 and Midiki Mitre Corporation, . Rather



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 5than using one of these toolkits, our dialogue manager is implementedin SOAR Laird et al., 1987. Like these information state toolkits, SOARhas an information state, onsisting of objets with links to values andother objets. In this sense it is very muh like the information stateof Godis Cooper and Larsson, 1999 and EDIS Matheson et al., 2000whih are based primarily on AVM-like reord strutures. Soar also isa rule-based language. SOAR's main algorithm is to apply all rules si-multaneously, and order of appliation is ahieved by using referring todynami aspets of the information state in the ondition parts of therule. E.g, if rule 1 has a ondition that requires the presene of a par-tiular value in the information state and that value is only set by rule2, then rule 2 will �re before rule 1. While the main body of dialogueproessing is ahieved by appliation of rules in SOAR, there are alsoother omputational mehanisms that an be used, e.g., general pro-grams in TCL, and an input/output interfae that an send and reeiveinformation from external system modules written in any language.There are two main di�erenes in our virtual human dialogue modelthat distinguish it from most other information-state based dialoguemanagers. First, the information state and sets of dialogue moves aredivided into a number of layers, eah overing a di�erent aspet of om-muniation Traum and Rikel, 2002. We believe the sope and breadthof these layers exeeds any other implemented dialogue system in termsof the range of phenomena modelled, allowing our virtual humans toengage in multiparty dialogue, multiple, temporally overlapping onver-sations, and both team and non-team negotiation. Seond, many otherparts of the virtual human model, inluding task reasoning, planning,emotion reasoning, and goal-direted behavior are also represented in thesame information-state approah within SOAR as the dialogue model,allowing very rih interation between these omponents. Dialogue rulesmay make use of these aspets of the information state in all phases ofproessing, from reognition of dialogue moves to generating behavior.In the rest of this setion, we give an overview of the aspets of infor-mation state and dialogue moves that are most important for dialogueproessing. In the next setion we overview the arrangement of dialogueproessing rules.2.1 Information State AspetsFigure 1.1 shows some of the top level aspets of the dialogue infor-mation state. The ontology ontains mostly stati information aboutsubategorizations, inluding seletion restritions of roles for events,and group membership. The lexion maps words from English and the



6external reognizers to the internal task and dialogue ontology. The par-tiipants list keeps trak of all partiipants (both real and virtual) in thesimulation, inluding information about distane and aessibility forontat, and hypotheses about urrent gaze and attention of the partii-pants. Soial state information inludes both the roles and relationshipsthat partiipants hold to tasks and eah other, as well as the obligationsand soial ommitments to propositions that partiipants hold towardeah other.ontologylexionpartiipantsSoial Statespeeh-event-historyConversation(s)Soial-planningFigure 1.1. Main Top-level Aspets of Information-stateMultiple onversations an be ative at a time, and eah one has it'sown internal struture. Conversation struture inludesa list of partiipants in the onversation (who are assumed to un-derstand the grounded ontributions), divided into ative partii-pants who perform speaker and/or addressee roles in utteranes ofthe onversation, and overhearers (who don't).modality of the onversation (fae to fae, radio, et)the turn-holder (a partiipant, or none)the initiative-holder (a partiipant or none)the purpose of the onversation (e.g. to negotiate a task), if anya history of utteranes that are part of the onversationa history of onept mentiona struture of questions under disussionsa grounding struture, onsisting of a bounded stak of ommonground units Traum, 1994



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 7The soial planning struture ontains information useful for planningand reognizing future dialogue ations. The main aspets area set of potential obligations, inluding atual disourse obligationsTraum and Allen, 1994, as well as those that would be establishedif an open grounding unit were to be grounded and those thatwould be established based on onditional rules if the anteedentis planned;a set of expetations of what is likely to be said next, following fromwhat has been said (e.g., reations to a suggestion, or disussionof a next step in a plan after the urrent topi of disussion;an agenda of partially ordered dialogue goals.The goals on the agenda an ome from domain goals in the taskmodel (inluding various types of ommuniation, suh as getting an-other agent to do something, agreeing on a solution, getting permission,or seeking knowledge), the emotion model, or other aspets of the agent'sreasoning proess. The agenda is used both for generating new initia-tives (see setion 3.1), and as a further soure of expetations for use ininterpreting utteranes that don't refer to the ontext of what has beenreently said or observed, in a manner similar to the aount of plan andquestion aommodation in Larsson, 2002.In addition to these aspets of the dialogue information state, dialogueproessing also makes use of a number of information state elements fromother modules, inluding a ausal history of past events, the urrentworld state, and plans. Also used are assessments of utility of possibleations and emotional appraisals of potential ations.2.2 Dialogue MovesThe dialogue model inludes multiple layers of interation, eah withassoiated parts of the information state and dialogue moves. Theselayers are desribed in more detail in Traum and Rikel, 2002. Figure 1.2shows the set of ats in eah layer used in the urrent implementation.The forward and bakwards ats together are lasses as ore speehats, while the other lasses are grouped together as other dialogue at.Core speeh ats are most diretly onneted to the soial state partof the information state, adding and relieving obligations, soial om-mitments, and a�eting soial relations. These ats also have funtionsrelated to inuening the topis under disussion in the onversationsthat they are a part of.Core speeh ats have a ontent whih is either a state, an ationdesription or a question about one of these. Eah of the states and



8Forward assert, info-req, order, request, thank, greeting, losing, express,hek, suggest, promise, o�er, apology, enourage, ause, intro-topi, avoidbakward ats aept, rejet, address, answer, divert, ounterpropose, hold,larify-parameter, rediret, on�rmonversation start-onversation, end-onversation, on�rm-start, deny-start,pre-losegrounding initiate, ontinue, repair, aknowledge, request-repair, anelturn-taking keep-turn, hold-turn, release-turn, assign-turninitiative take-initiativeFigure 1.2. Types of Dialogue movesations in the task model is annotated with semanti information thatan be used to desribe and reognize desription of those states in natu-ral language (and our speeh-at based agent ommuniation language).Speeh reognition and natural language interpretation produes similarontents from spoken utteranes. Dialogue proessing then ompares theNL representation to the relevant task model representations, and, if asuÆiently lose math an be found with a task model state or ation,that is seen as the referent.Unlike many aounts of the e�ets of these speeh ats (e.g. Cohenand Perrault, 1979; Allen, 1983; Cohen and Levesque, 1990; FIPA, 1997),there are no diret e�ets on the beliefs, desires or intentions of the on-versational partiipants. This allows for the possibility that partiipantsare insinere in their utteranes. Following Traum and Allen, 1994, thediret e�ets involve soial ommitments, and one may then infer fromthese ommitments the beliefs or intentions ommonly assoiated withthese utterane types, given additional assumptions.Assertions will have the e�et of establishing a ommitment by thespeaker that the state holds, or that ation happened, is happening, willhappen, or should happen, depending on the tense and aspet of theutterane. Info-requests have a question as their ontents. Questionsare (possibly partial) propositions together with a designated q-slot in-diating the part of the proposition asked about. Info-requests have astheir e�et an obligation to address the question. Requests have anation as ontent, and the e�et is an obligation to address the request,e.g., to onsider and give feedbak on the request. Orders, whih anonly be performed by a superior to a subordinate in the soial struture,have as their e�et an obligation to perform the ation that is its on-tent. Suggestions do not impose obligations, but do fous the topi onthe ation.



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 93. Dialogue ProessingLanguage proessing ours in two distint and interleavable \yles",one for understanding language and updating the information state, anda seond for produing language. This separation of input and outputproessing yles allows the agent to have an arbitrary interleaving ofontributions by itself and others rather than enforing a rigid turn-alternation. Eah ommuniative ontribution is simultaneously inter-preted at eah layer, and may orrespond to a number of ats at di�erentlayers. The interpretation yle inludes stages for speeh reognition,semanti parsing, ontextual proessing, inluding referene resolution,intention reognition and dialogue at interpretation, and �nally updat-ing the information state.Generation usually starts from an intention to perform one or a smallset of ats, however any realized utterane will also orrespond to anumber of ats, some of whih (e.g., turn-taking) may be as muh aresult of the timing of the performane with respet to other events asto the planned behavior. Generation proeeds from one of two soures:reations to utteranes of others and events in the virtual world, andinitiatives whih proeed from the agents own goals and agenda.There are di�erent sorts of reations whih are prompted by di�erentaspets of the dialogue information state, inluding returning greetings,grounding understood material and repairing material that was not un-derstood, addressing obligations, and reating to proposals. Some areprediated on the agent having the turn (or at least another agent nothaving the turn), while others (e.g., repairing errors, reating to danger)are not, and an produe interruptions. There is also a partial orderpriority sheme so that, e.g., addressing an obligation takes priority overmerely aknowledging that a question has been asked.3.1 Initiative ModelThe initiative model onsists of three main omponents, whih handlethree entral problems:What to talk aboutWhen to talk about itHow to talk aboutThe �rst omponent is modelled by the agenda, mentioned in se-tion 2.1. Whenever the agent forms ommuniative goals, these areadded to the agenda. Goals on the agenda may be ordered with respetto eah other, and speial trak is kept of all possible next items and



10the urrent agenda item that the agent is foused on. For eah item, areord is also kept of how many times and in whih ways this item hasbeen talked about.There are multiple ways to trigger the agent to take the initiative.Poliies an be set to monitor ertain onditions of the dialogue, othermental state, or the environment. These initiative poliies an also beindividually turned on or o� aording to a threshold for initiative level,and a urrent initiative level that is part of the agent's personality pro�le.Currently the following poliies are used:when a threshold for too muh silene has been exeeded: this isused to insure that a onversation will not stagnate, even if a userdoes not know what to saywhen a threshold for too many umulative errors in understandinghas passed: this is used to take ontrol when the user is havingproblems understanding or making him or herself understood.when a threshold for too many onseutive irrelevant utteraneshas been exeeded: this is used to insure that the onversation doesnot drift o� the topi of the onversation. In some ases a usermay be trying to speak relevantly, but go beyond the omprehen-sion apability of the agent, either by using unknown voabulary,onstrutions, or impliit onnetions that the agent's inferentialpower is unable to onnet. In all of these ases having the agenttake the initiative often makes the onversation more uent.at the diretive of a human ontroller or diretor agent: this is usedto trigger initiative \manually" or for some other reason outsideof the reasoning of the agent itself.When an initiative trigger is reahed, the agent will hose an item atthe top of the agenda (usually the urrent item, if there is one), andproeed to take the initiative. There is still the issue of how to addressthe agenda item. This depends in part on what kind of item it is andother fators of the domain and ontext for the onversation. In general,though, there is a asade of several di�erent modes and a ount of howmany times an agent will use that mode. For instane, in the MREdomain Traum et al., 2004, when the Sergeant wants to propose an itemthat he'd like the Lieutenant (his superior, but also his trainee) to do,he sequentially uses the following modes to bring up the desired ation:1 hint: mention an end goal of the ation (aording to the taskmodel) that is urrently unful�lled, or a pre-ondition of the ationthat has already been met, thus enabling the ation.



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 112 suggest: diretly suggest the ation itself as a possibility3 request: spei�ally request permission to perform the ation4 perform: perform the ation without authorization (unless speif-ially prohibited)Together, these fators of the initiative model allow the agents toengage in mixed-initiative dialogue, with the level of initiative that theagent takes being a fator both of ustomizable parameters as well asdynami onditions of the dialogue.4. Non-team NegotiationThe model presented in the previous setions was designed mainlyfor team interation, where it is assumed that the teammates have thesame general goals, although they may disagree and negotiate about thebest ways to ahieve those goals. For more general situations, we mustgeneralize the model of negotiation to inlude neutral and adversarialonditions.4.1 Orientations Toward NegotiationOne of the entral ways to haraterize negotiation under adversarialonditions is with respet to the tension between ompetition and o-operation. Negotiators may have di�erent goals, pereive themselves inonit over those goals but may also pereive the need to ooperate tosome degree to ahieve their goals. In this view, one an haraterizethe state of a negotiation proess from the perspetive of the ompet-itive/ooperative orientation of the parties to the negotiation and thestrategies they employ in light of those orientations. Spei�ally, oneoft-made distintion is between integrative and distributive Walton andMkersie, 1965 situations. If a negotiation is a win-lose game wherethere is a �xed value to be distributed, then it is alled distributive.There will be a winner and a loser. In ontrast, an integrative situationis one where both sides an potentially win, a win-win situation wherenegotiation ould add value and be of bene�t to both sides. These basidistintions presume some ommitment to engage in negotiation. How-ever, an individual may simply believe that there is no possible bene�tor even need to negotiate. This individual may have an orientation tosimply avoid the negotiation or deny the need for it, what is termedavoidane (e.g., Sillars et al., 1982). We thus start with three basiorientations toward a negotiation: avoidane, distributive, and integra-tive. Whenever an agent seriously onsiders a negotiation situation itwill hoose one of these three orientations



12Negotiators may pereive a situation as one to be avoided, or as a dis-tributive or integrative situation regardless of whether this reets thetrue situation. Changing the pereptions of other agents is often one ofthe main tasks in a suessful negotiation. Based on urrent pereptions,people tend to use a range of dialog tatis onsistent with their orien-tations Putnam and Jones, 1982; Sillars et al., 1982. Avoidane tatisinlude shifting the fous of onversation and delays. Distributive tatisan inlude various defensive moves suh as stating prior ommitmentsthat bind the negotiator or arguments that support the negotiator's po-sition. Distributive tatis an also be more o�ensive, suh as threats,ritiisms, insults, et. Integrative tatis are more ooperative with ne-gotiators atually attempting to see issues from the other's perspetive.Tatis an be arguments that support the other's position, aeptanesof o�ers, o�ers of support, et. Note at a �ner grain of analysis, thetatis employed have both instrumental and a�etive omponents. Forexample, distributive tatis, besides trying to gain ompetitive advan-tage, tend to be assoiated with angry or intimidating behavior whereasthe integrative tatis try to promote a positive a�etive limate Putnamand Jones, 1982.Negotiators will often shift orientations during the ourse of a nego-tiation. Several fators have been identi�ed as being ritial to movingtowards an integrative orientation, inluding ats of reiproity, estab-lishing trust, reinforing shared goals, et. (e.g., Wilson and Putnam,1990).4.2 Domain Testbed: support operationsWhether it is Kosovo, East Timor, or Iraq, one lesson that has emergedfrom attempts at \peaemaking" is that negotiation skills are neededaross all levels of ivilian and government organizations involved. Tohave a lasting positive e�et, interations between military and loalsmust be arried out in a way that generates goodwill and trust. Wehave seleted this general lass of operations as a testbed for our workon negotiation.More spei�ally, we are developing a training senario in whih a loalmilitary ommander (who has a rank of aptain) must negotiate with amedial relief organization. A virtual human plays the role of a dotorrunning a lini. A human trainee plays the role of the aptain, andis supposed to negotiate with the dotor to get him to move the lini,whih ould be damaged by a planned military operation. Ideally, theaptain will onvine the dotor without resorting to fore or threats andwithout revealing information about the planned operation. Figure 1.3



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 13
Figure 1.3. VR lini and virtual human dotorshows the trainee's view of the dotor in his oÆe inside the lini. Thesuess of the negotiation will depend on the trainee's ability to followgood negotiating tehniques, when onfronted with di�erent types ofbehavior from the virtual dotor.4.3 Negotiation Strategies for Virtual HumansOne of our �rst steps toward implementing a virtual dotor hara-ter was to analyze how people at in that role. To this end, we havebeen onduting a series of role-play sessions, in whih one person playsthe role of the aptain while another plays the role of dotor. Eah isgiven a short set of instrutions with di�erent bakground information,goals, and resoures for the negotiation, but given freedom as to howto ondut the negotiation and reat to their partner. In these dia-logues we an see examples of eah of the orientations desribed in theprevious setion. For example in (1), the dotor displays an avoidaneorientation, and is able to divert the topi of the onversation from themove to the military's role in upoming operations for over 10 turns(only the �rst few are shown here). In (2), we see a dotor illustratingthe distributive orientation, ontesting the basi fats and goals rather



14than working together on ommon issues. In (3), we see an exampleof integrative orientation, the dotor having aepted the danger of theurrent loation and willing to meet the aptain's goals if his own arealso addressed.(1) C: it's a temporary move, one the battle is over, you will be movedbak.D: Why don't you anel your battle? Why don't you not kill thesepeople.C: We're not the ones deiding the battle.D: You're the ones here. You're telling me this.(2) C: We need to move as soon as possible. There are insurgents inthe area. This is very unsafe, you're putting yourself and yourpatients in danger.D: Why? I don't want to move. I have all these patients here.They won't move, if I move who would who ould save them?C: Sir, Everyone is in danger! If we stay here there's ...D: I'm not in danger(3) C: insurgents will not hesitate to harm ivilians if that's their paththat they need to take. They won't hesitate to harm dotors, adotor or even injured patients if they feel that's the the meansto their end.D: wellC: this is why you need to ome to us.D: I think we an make a deal. You an give me medial supply,and then we an go with you. I need supplies as soon as possible.As you an see, we are running out of supplies.We have developed strategies for eah of these orientations. Our vir-tual humans an use the strategies to adjust their behavior toward theorientations desribed above. A strategy onsists of several aspets in-luding: entry onditions, whih indiate when adoption is appro-priate; exit onditions, whih indiate when the strategy should bedropped (often in favor of more appropriate strategies); assoiatedmoves, whih an be performed as tatis to implement the strategy;



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 15and inuenes of the strategy on behavior and reasoning. These as-pets result from the underlying emotion and dialogue models of thevirtual humans.The EMA (EMotion and Adaptation) model of emotion Grath andMarsella, 2004 desribes how oping strategies arise as ognitive andphysial responses to important events, based on the appraisal Shereret al., 2001 of pereptions related to goals and beliefs. Appraisal hara-terizes events in terms of variables that guide the seletion of an appro-priate response (e.g., is this desirable? an it be avoided?), but the eventneed not be physial. Negotiation strategies an thus be seen as types ofoping strategies in whih the event in question is the negotiation itself,and moves are the types of dialogue ations an agent will perform aspart of a negotiation.The avoidane orientation arises from an appraisal that the negoti-ation is undesirable but avoidable. The main motivation is to try toesape from the negotiation. When this appraisal is ative, the agenthooses an avoidane strategy. Exit onditions will be the negationof either of the entry onditions | when the agent believes either thatthe negotiation has some utility or that it is not avoidable, the agentwill abandon the avoidane strategy. The avoidane strategy involvesattempts to hange the topi of a onversation or get out of it entirely.When applying the avoidane strategy an agent will refrain from om-menting on the objet of negotiation, even to refute laims.When in distributive mode, the agent will attempt to \win" ratherthan \lose" the negotiation. This an be assoiated with several strate-gies, depending on the type of deisions to be made and the range ofpossible alternatives. An attak strategy is appropriate when the ap-praisal is that a negotiation is not avoidable and the proposal is undesir-able. Other strategies are also appropriate for a distributive orientation,inluding defense against a threat rather than attak, or making unrea-sonable demands in the hope the other party will drop the negotiation.We defer this for future work. One should drop an attak strategy wheneither the negotiation beomes desirable, or it beomes more pro�tableto avoid (or defend) than attak. The attak strategy involves pointingout the reasons why a proposal is awed, or ad hominem attaks on thenegotiator.An integrative orientation leads to attempts to satisfy the goals ofeah of the partiipants. The negotiate strategy is appropriate whenan agent thinks there is a possible value to the negotiation | e.g., thereis a higher expeted utility from the expeted outomes than would bethe ase without the negotiation. This strategy is dropped either whenthe pereived utility of ontinuing to negotiate drops below a threshold,



16or when the negotiation has been ompleted. Moves in the negotiationstrategy involve problem solving and bargaining, muh in the manner ofthe team negotiation in Traum et al., 2003.The suess of a negotiation is also mediated by fators that inuenethe pereived trust between parties, inluding a belief in shared goals,redibility and interdependene. The dotor is unlikely to be swayed byan o�er of aid if he does not believe the aptain an and will ful�ll hisommitments. Trust issues are pervasive throughout the negotiation,sine there is usually not muh point in negotiating with someone youexpet to lie, be ill-disposed toward you, or not keep their side of abargain.4.4 Extensions to the Dialogue ModelSeveral extensions were needed to the dialogue model to handle possi-bly adversarial negotiation and the types of phenomena ourring in thisdomain. The most basi is sensitivity to the dialogue strategy, whih in-volves overriding some basi reation rules in some ases. For example,when applying the avoidane strategy one must not diretly address aproposal that is on the topi of avoidane. Sometimes these utteranesare not even grounded as a way of avoiding talking about an unpleasanttopi. In this setion we will examine two other extensions: updatesto the initiative model and a new type of bakward dialogue at forintentionally outing the Griean maxim of ooperativity Grie, 1975.4.4.1 Modeling Trust. Aording to the dialogue model inMatheson et al., 2000, the diret e�et of an assertion is the introdutionof a ommitment, whether or not either party believes in the assertion.While this is suÆient for reasoning about the laims and responsibilityfor information, we need to go further and potentially hange beliefs andintentions based on ommuniated information. Trust is used to deidewhether to adopt a new belief based on the ommitments of another.Similar to Marsella et al., 2004 and Cassell and Bikmore, 2001 , trustis modeled as funtion of underlying variables that are easily derivedfrom our task and dialogue representations. Solidarity is a measureof the extent to whih parties have shared goals. It is derived from arunning tally of how many times the trainee makes assertions or demandsthat are ongruent with the agent's goals. Credibility is a measure of theextent a party makes believable laims. It is derived from a runningtally of how many times the trainee makes assertions that are onsistentwith the agent's beliefs. Finally, familiarity is a measure of the extent towhih a party obeys norms of politeness. Currently, an overall measureof trust is derived as a linear ombination of these three fators.



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 174.4.2 Extended Initiative Model. For properly modellingnegotiation strategies the initiative model must be hanged from that ofteam ollaboration. The basi mehanism remains in plae, however theurrent strategy is also made a part of the agenda. Some agenda itemsare tied to partiular strategies. For the avoidane strategy, initiativewill onern the agent's own goals that are unrelated to the topi ofnegotiation. The irrelevane threshold is also disabled, as this strategy\sueeds" when the agent is able to shift the topi somewhere else.For the attak strategy, eah problem that the agent foresees with theation that is the topi of negotiation is added to the agenda. Theseproblems inludepre-onditions of the ation that are not met,other, better plans (aording to the utility alulations in the taskmodel)undesirable side e�ets of the ationAnother general agenda item for this domain in partiular, is a desirefor Dotor Perez to get bak to his patients and end the onversation.This generally takes lower priority than more spei� items within astrategy, but an ome out if no other agenda items are available. Fol-lowing the model in Setion 3.1, there are several levels of utteranes tosupport this goal, ranging from pre-losing reminders that he is busy, to�nally ending the onversation.4.4.3 Avoidane Moves. Another important extension to thedialogue model is the addition of an avoidane dialogue at. Aordingto Traum and Allen, 1994, when presented with a request or question,one has an obligation to address this utterane, though not neessarilyaept it and perform the desired at. There are many ases in whihone might not want to perform the at. Rejetion is an option whih ad-dresses the speeh at, but may have negative onsequenes of it's own.First, it ommits the speaker to a negative position, whih may not bedesired. Seond, it serves as a fae threat Brown and Levinson, 1978.A third option is to try to avoid an expliit ommitment. One way todo this is by deferring a resolution to the future (e.g., \let me get bakto you about that"), whih does also ommit one, and also may not besatisfatory to the interloutor. Another type of ation is to attempt tohange the topi altogether. Depending on how expliit the request is,this may or may not go against an obligation to address. Thus, men-tioning a topi indiretly is more polite than a diret request, beause itdoes not fore someone to not meet an obligation when avoiding.



18We an see examples of avoidane from both partiipants in the di-alogue in Figure 1.5. In turns 8,10, and 12 the dotor is avoiding themove-lini topi, following an expliit strategy to talk about somethingelse. In turn 11, the aptain is avoiding giving a diret answer to thedotor's question about whether the aptain will attak. The aptain isin a tough situation here: if he says \yes", he will hurt both solidarity(by showing oniting goals) as well as possibly endanger his missionby revealing future plans. On the other hand, if he says \no", he willbe lying whih will hurt redibility if he is found out. By avoiding thequestion, he does not fall into either of these traps, though there is adanger of not ful�lling the disourse obligations. The explanation (\Ian not dislose more information") does partially address this issue,and leaves the door open for future trust-building, suh as in turn 13.5. Example InterationsConsider the dialogue in Figure 1.4. This is just one of many possibleinterations, depending on the hoies of the human aptain, as well asseveral aspets (some probabilisti) inuening the hoie of moves andstrategy transitions of the virtual human dotor. Shown along with thedialogue are strategy transitions and the major inuenes on the trustomponents: familiarity, solidarity and redibility,Here the aptain ats as he might with a team member - after startingthe onversation, launhing diretly into his purpose, and answering aquestion straightforwardly. While this would have worked with a sub-ordinate team-member, it has disastrous e�ets on the neutral dotor,bringing his trust level almost down to zero and failing to aomplishboth objetives.In this dialogue, nothing was done by the aptain to try to establisha better relationship with the dotor, or address the issue of di�eringobjetives and beliefs. The �rst exhange after the greetings (utteranes2-5) lowers solidarity by showing di�erent objetives, setting up more ofan antagonisti than ooperative interation. The dotor tries to avoidthe topi, fousing instead on his patients, rather than the aptain'sstated goal. The aptain tries to argue for his proposed ourse of ation,but only makes things worse with utterane 7. First, he says somethingthe dotor doesn't believe (that the lini is in danger), lowering hisredibility. The dotor is able to reason though that perhaps the aptainknows of a reason why it will be unsafe, and hallenges by asking if he isgoing to ause the danger. In 9, the aptain answers sinerely, whih isa mistake on two fronts. First, he reveals more about his mission thanhe should to an outsider, possibly endangering it's suess if word gets



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 191 C Hello Dotor Perez.2 D Hello.3.1 C I have orders to move this lini to anotherloation.4 D You want to move the lini?5 C Yes-SOLIDARITY'Strategy shift: Avoid negotiating about move6.1 D Look at these people!6.2 D we need to help them.7 C It is not safe here, we an't protet you.-CREDIBILITY'8.1 D Protet me? Protet me from what?8.2 D Are you going to attak?9 C Yes-SOLIDARITY'10.1 D We need proper supplies hereStrategy shift: Disrupt negotiation about move10.2 D To move the lini is not possible, we havemany patients in ritial ondition.11 C It is very important to move now!-SOLIDARITY'12.1 D You are the threat, I need protetion fromyou!Strategy shift: Unsuessfully onlude the negotiation12.2 D I would have to refuse this deision.12.3 D I must go now.Figure 1.4. Unsuessful negotiation dialogue between C, a aptain (human trainee)and D, a dotor (virtual Human) showing positive and negative e�ets on trust.out to his enemies. Seond, he shows even further divergene from thedotor's goals | attaking rather than helping the patients. After onemore brief attempt to hange the topi and get help for his own goals,the dotor gives up on the aptain in (10.2), and tries to get out of thenegotiation. The aptain has failed in his objetive and prospets arenot good for future relations.For really learning about negotiation it is very helpful to know notjust what the other party did, but why. In real negotiations it is usuallynot possible to get \inside the head" of the negotiating partner, and evensubsequent questions an sometimes damage the nature of the intera-tion itself. In this respet, virtual humans present a real opportunityto improve on training. As shown in Figure 1.4, we have implementeda trae faility that provides an annotated transript of the dialogue,showing not just what the virtual human thought was said, but how itinuened his trust, beliefs, and strategy hoie. This tool an be used



20in an \after ation review" (AAR) to look in detail at the spei� e�etsthe trainee's negotiation tatis had. Here we an see the reasons fordereases in redibility and solidarity as e�ets of the ommitments theaptain makes in relation to desires and beliefs of the dotor.Figure 1.5 shows a more suessful interation, where the aptaintries to build bonds as well as aomplish his task. While the aptain'sbehavior in this dialogue is not perfet either (the aptain might havebeen better served spending more time up front establishing familiarityand solidarity and perhaps addressing the dotor's onerns �rst), it isa big improvement over the dialogue in Figure 1.4. Here the greetingsin turn 3 add some familiarity, and the evasion in turn 11 does not doas muh damage as the blanket statement of ating against the dotor'sinterest in the previous dialogue. Things are still not going very well,though, until the aptain establishes some ommon goals with turn 13.With slightly higher trust, the dotor does not break o� negotiationat this point, but rather raises a series of objetions. By addressingeah of the dotor's onerns: safety of patients, lak of supplies, lakof transport, and neutrality, the aptain is able to bring him around tothe point where the move is not an absolute negative, but is worthy ofonsideration, as part of a team plan. Finally, the two partiipants reahan agreement inluding giving needed supplies as part of the onditionsof moving the lini.We an see several distint phases of the dialogue in Figure 1.5, relat-ing to di�erent negotiation strategies. The initial segment (turns 1-7 )inludes initial greetings and establishing the topi for the onversation{ the aptain wants to move the lini. In turns 8-12, the dotor engagesin an avoidane strategy, trying to avoid this topi by bringing up otherissues, suh as his need for supplies, and the general problems of onit.In turns 14-20, the dotor has adopted an attak strategy, and points outproblems with the proposed move. In turns 22-25, the dotor adopts amore open negotiation strategy, and an atual bargain is struk. Finally,turns 26-30 show a losing phase in whih the dotor disengages fromthe onversation, while the aptain tries to establish good relations forfuture interation. Appliation of these strategies inuenes not just thehoie of dialogue move, but the whole body posture of the dotor anduse of gestures and expressions as well. For example, when the dotor isfeeling more distant and less trusting, he adopts a losed posture (Fig-ure 1.3). When he is more trusting and open to negotiation, the posturebeomes more relaxed (Figure 1.6).



A Virtual Human Dialogue model for Non-team Interation 211 C Hello Dotor Perez.2 D Hello.3 C Very nie to meet you! [+FAMILIARITY℄4 D What do you want?5 C I have orders to assist you in moving this lini to a safer loation.6 D You want to move the lini?7 C Yes [-SOLIDARITY℄Strategy shift: Avoid negotiating about move8.1 D This onit is madness, it is killing people!8.2 D We need proper supplies here!9 C It is not safe here we an't protet you. [-CREDIBILITY℄10.1 D Protet me? Protet me from what?10.2 D Are you going to attak?11 C I an not dislose more information but it will be a problem to stay here.12 D You are the problem your bombs are killing these people!13 C Sir, we are trying to help these people too. [-CONTROL +SOLIDARITY℄Strategy shift: Disrupt negotiation about move14.1 D The patients are here,14.2 D to move the lini is not possible we have many patients in ritial ondition.15 C We an move you to a safer loation.16 D I an't move all these patients.17 C We an organize the transportation and assist you with the moving.[+SOLIDARITY℄18 D I an't move all these patients.19 C We an have loals move you. [+SOLIDARITY℄20 D There are no supplies there.21 C We an provide you with the supplies you need to help your patients.[+SOLIDARITY℄Strategy shift: Willingly negotiate about move22.1 D I think I understand what you say.22.2 D Well perhaps we an reah an agreement,22.3 D but before we an think about moving, we need you to bring antibiotis andplasma to stabilize the patients. [+INTERDEPENDENCE℄23 C We an do that! [+SOLIDARITY℄24.1 D Well,...24.2 D Very well aptain ontat my assistant to make further arrangements.25 C I'll see to it personally. [+SOLIDARITY℄26.1 D I understand your position.26.2 D My patients need my attention now.27 C Thank you Dotor!28.1 D Well,....28.2 D I must go now29 C Goodbye.30 D Good bye.Figure 1.5. More suessful negotiation.



22
Figure 1.6. More relaxed and open dotor6. Preliminary Evaluation and Future DiretionsAs part of the development of the system, we have so far tested thesystem with over 50 di�erent people ating as a trainee, most with sev-eral dialogues. As of this writing we have not fully analyzed this data,however we an draw some general onlusions. Usually people are ableto have a oherent dialogue with the Dotor, although some problemsarise when onepts are brought up that are beyond his voabulary. Anadvantage of this domain is that when the dotor is following an avoid-ane or attak strategy, it is natural for him to take the initiative andomplain about his own onerns rather than being diretly responsiveto the human's utterane, so some non-understandings do not lead toproblems. Most people who talk to the dotor do not onvine himin the �rst session, however, a little bit of explaining of proper negoti-ating tehniques (e.g., build trust before arguing) generally leads to asuessful negotiation in a follow-up round.Future work involves extension of the models to inlude additionalnegotiation strategies, emotion-based styles of interation within thestrategies, and appliation to other senarios, some involving ultural
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